
Cub Scout Knots 

Parts of the rope 
You won't need to be told that a piece of rope will have two ends! However, in 
order to work with ropes, it is useful to be able to refer to different parts. The 
main parts of a rope are called: 
 
Working end - The end of the rope you are using to tie a knot; 
 
Standing end - The end of the rope opposite to that being used to tie the knot; 
 
Standing part-Any part between the two ends. It can be a part of the rope 
already used in the knot; 
 
Loop - A loop made by turning the rope back on itself and crossing the standing 
part; 
 
Bight - A loop made by turning the rope 
 
Reef knot 
This most common knot is used to tie together two working ends of the same 
material and size. 
· Take an end of rope in each hand and lay the left hand end over the right.  
· Then, using your right hand, take the end from the left down behind the other 
rope and up to the front again. 
· Point the ends inwards again, this time the right hand one over the other one, 
then take it down behind it and up to the front through 
the loop which has now been formed. 
· Pull the knot tight. 
This knot is often remembered by, 'left over right and right over left'. 
 
Sheet bend 
The 'sheet' is the sailor's name for a rope. The sheet bend is used to tie 
together two ropes of different types or unequal thicknesses. 
· Form a bight in the working end of the thicker rope. Take the working end of 
the thinner rope and pass it up through the bight. 
· Take the thinner rope round the back of the bight and trap it under itself. 
Remember not to take the working end back down the bight 
in the first rope. 



· Pull tight by holding the bight in one hand and pulling the standing part of the 
second rope with the other. Make sure the two ends are on the same side of 
the knot. If the ropes are of very different thickness, take the working end 
round the bight and under itself twice to form a double sheet bend. 
 
Figure of eight 
This is a 'stopper knot' that is unlikely to jam or pull loose. It is also used, when 
doubled, to tie a loop in a rope. 
· Form a loop in the end of a rope. 
· Take the working end behind the standing part and back over itself into the 
open loop. 
· Finish by pulling both sides of the knot tight. If the knot is correct, it will look 
like a ‘figure of eight'. 
 
 
 
 
 
Round turn and two half-hitches 
This is a long name for a simple hitch used to attach a rope to a post, spar, 
tree, and so on. It is a composite knot formed from two simple 
knots. 
· Form a round turn by turning the working end twice around the post. 
· Then form a half-hitch by taking the working end around the standing part 
forming a crossed loop. 
· Repeat to form a second half-hitch. These should be tied in the same 
direction and tightened up against the post to ensure that the round turn 
doesn't slip. 
 
Clove hitch 
The clove hitch is another method of 'hitching' a rope to a post. Not as secure 
as the round turn and two half-hitches, it is often used to begin 
other hitches and lashings. There are many ways to tie a clove hitch. However, 
the one that everyone should know is: 
· Pass the working end over and under a rail. 
· Run it across the standing part at the front. 
· Continue round the rail again and bring the working end back to trap it under 
the diagonal. Thus the two ends of the rope should be laid next 
to each other under the diagonal but running in opposite directions. The clove 
hitch looks like a 'N'. 



 
Timber hitch 
The timber hitch is a temporary knot used to drag, tow or lift a log or pole. 
· Turn the working end round the standing part and then wrap it around itself 
at least four or five times. 
· A half-hitch can be tied in the standing part further up the log or pole to add 
some security. 
· The log is dragged by pulling the standing end. 
 
Highwayman's hitch 
This hitch is a 'slip hitch'. Pulled on the standing end it holds fast. Pulled on the 
working end it comes free. Thus it is used to tie a boat to a 
mooring ring or an animal to a rail or post. 
· Start by passing a bight behind the rail. 
· Take another bight in the standing part and pass it in front of the rail and 
through the first bight. 
· Pull tight on the working end. 
· Then take a third in the working end and pass it in front of the rail- and 
through the second bight. 
· Pull tight on the standing part. 
 
Sheepshank 
This knot is used to shorten a rope, or to bridge a damaged length, without 
cutting the rope. It can be tied in the middle of the rope without needing the 
ends. 
· Form the rope into a 'S', that is two opposing bights. 
· In each free end form a half-hitch. 
· Pass the adjacent bight through the halfhitch.  
· Pull the two free ends tight at the same time. If being used to bridge a 
damaged portion of rope, make sure the damaged part goes through 
both half-hitches. That is, the damaged portion should be the centre of the 'S'. 
The sheepshank should be kept in tension. If loosened it may well come 
undone. 
 
Bowline (pronounced 'bo-lin') 
The bowline is used to form a non-slip loop in the end of a rope. It was 
traditionally the climbers' waist knot before harnesses were used. 
· Form a loop by passing the working end over the standing part. 
· Pass the working end back up through the loop from behind and around the 
back of the standing part. 



· Pass the working end back down the loop and pull tight. 
· If using synthetic rope, the working end should be locked off against the 
adjacent standing part with a half-hitch. The bowline is invaluable in rescue 
situations but might have to be tied blind. Once you are 
comfortable with tying the knot, practise it with your eyes closed. It can 
sometimes be remembered by 'the rabbit comes out of its hole, 
round the tree, and down the hole again'! 
 


